
ANTITHESIS VERSUS OXYMORON

An oxymoron is a phrase that uses two contradictory or opposing terms, while an antithesis is a device that presents two
contrasting ideas in a.

O anything, of nothing first create! Perhaps it is because they show each other off better and make the
meaning of something clearer. O loving hate! An opposition or contrast of words used in the same sentence to
highlight the difference between two ideas adding an interesting aspect to the written word. What is Antithesis
An antithesis is a figure of speech involving a seeming contradiction of ideas, words, clauses , or sentences
within a balanced grammatical structure. Antithesis comes from Greek and is defined as: Anti â€” against and
thesis â€” position. Serious vanity! Similar, but not the same. It is the contradiction that makes the reader or
listener stop and think. Some examples of common oxymorons include deafening silence, wise fool, living
death, irregular pattern, original copy, cruel kindness, controlled chaos, old news tragic comedy, etc. The
antithesis of right is wrong. Both these words have parts to play in the English language. It is also used in
rhetorical speech as a way to highlight the conscientiousness of the listener or reader. Act naturally â€” be
more than natural. It highlights the difference between two opposite ideas by putting them in the same
sentence. The antithesis is similar in its approach to embellishing the written work or character driven story.
Two opposite ideas are joined to give an effect to the written word. Points to consider: Words have â€”
origins, meanings, parts of speech, figures of speech, synonyms, antonyms, uses in literature and emphasis for
writers and entertainers. Words are the tools used in language and are there to make spoken and written works
complete. Why do opposites attract? The main difference between antithesis and oxymoron is that an
antithesis involves apparently contradictory ideas, concepts within a balanced grammatical structure whereas
an oxymoron is the combination of seemingly contradictory terms. The oxymoron is made of opposites
highlighting a statement or literary quote. Is it safe to say that opposites attract? Common oxymoron phrases
and words include a noun preceded by an adjective. It gives a point to the statement that it illustrates. The
self-contradictory terms of an oxymoron can bring about a paradox effect as the oxymoron relies on two words
of conflicting meaning. Wrapping the words around your tongue is an interesting experience and a challenge
too. Together they can be classified as parts of speech and figures of speech. Oxymoron contains two opposite
words. It is a rhetorical figure of speech with two opposite ideas joining together for a different effect.
Therefore, the term itself is an oxymoron.


